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The grievant is a Meter Reader in Santa Cruz with 10 years service, the last 4 years as a Meter
Reader. The Fact Finding Committee determined that two of the three meters allegedly curbed were
misreads. The Fact Finding Committee could not reach agreement on whether the third meter was
misread or curbed.

In November 1993, a Records Clerk identified a possible "dead register' (non-registering) meter at
a residential account in Boulder Creek. In December 1993, a Troubleman inspected the meter and
noted that the read (00723) was less than the read recorded by the grievant on November 3, 1993
(00779). A subsequent investigation determined that the Meter Reader had entered the same read
(00779) at the account on September 7, October 5, November 3, and December 7, 1993.

On January 6, 1994, the grievant read the account and entered a reading (00744) which was lower
than the 4 previous reads and generally consistent with the Troubleman's read in late December.
The grievant alerted her supervisor that the January read was lower than the read recorded in the 4
previous months. A field investigation was performed by a Revenue Protection Representative and
no indication of meter tampering was found.

The grievant stated that she normally read this rural account through binoculars from a distance of
approximately 350 feet for time and safety considerations, as there was a sump hole close to the
meter location. She believes that she misread the meter at 00679. In January, she elected to go up
to the meter to determine the reading since she observed people with power tools working at the
account.
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The customer of the account in question states that the residence was unoccupied between
September-December 1993 and that he may have tumed on a light bulb for a few hours on some
weekends in September and October. He denies visiting the home in November or December 1993.

The Union opines that the Meter Reader simply over read the meter by 100. The testimony of the
owner indicated that there was little or no usage of electricity between September and December
which would indicate any electric use at the meter. The Union also notes that the grievant alerted
her supervisor of her lower reading in January when she witnessed electric use and possible meter
tampering.

The Company argued that the grievant had curbed or misread the meter and had willingly carried the
incorrect read 3 months in hopes that usage would catch up with
the reading. The Company maintained that it was immaterial whether the employee's September
read was a misread or a curb; that it was inconceivable that she could have misread the meter 4
months in a row and that discharge was appropriate for carrying an incorrect read.

The Pre-Review Committee noted that there are inconsistencies in the set of facts presented in this
case, most notably that the customer claimed no electric usage in November-January, however the
Troubleman and Revenue Protection Representative's reads support the grievant's testimony that
there was some usage in late December.

The Committee also reviewed the language in Arbitration Case No. 144 in which Arbitrator Chvany
stated that "if the reading is due to unintentional inaccuracy on the grievant's part, discharge would
be an excessive penalty."

Based on the uncertainty of some facts in this case and the possibility that the grievant did misread
the account by 100 over a four month period, the Pre-Review Committee determined that the
grievant should be reinstated with back pay at the Written Reminder step of Positive Discipline. This
case is settled without prejudice or precedent to the position of either party and should be closed by
the Local Investigating Committee.
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